By Dr. (Mrs.) Sandhya Misra
English
 Diversity is our Identity and we are all interlinked, If we break the link, surely we all will
extinct.
 In the ocean of scarcity, we are sailing in the
boat of biodiversity. A little hole in the
diversity will lead to severe adversity.
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“Our Solutions are in Nature”
Nature provides and in return it wants to live and flourish. Nature endures all the species
along with the human race to thrive, tolerating all the conflicts among the living creatures.
Regardless of all the scientific advances human race is making, we are still completely
dependent on the healthy and vibrant ecosystems. Various ecosystems on earth serve as a
source of constant providers of energy and health. Many solutions for our sustainable
development lie within nature. Biodiversity ensures that we have adequate air, fertile lands,
food and water to survive. It helps to regulate climate and rainfall. It also alleviates the
impact of natural disasters such as storms and landslides. Healthy ecosystems and its balance
can also protect against the human race spread of diseases and can be source of many
medicines. Nature also provides economic security with industries such as agriculture, food
and beverages being most dependent on nature. Hence, it is of at most necessity that we
protect biodiversity and maintain a healthy relationship with the natural world. We have been
neglecting the direct connection between our activities and its impact on biodiversity. This is
due to our disconnection with nature. Before it’s too late, we should re-integrate ourselves
into nature and recognize its interests. We must stop forcing our anthropocentric world view
upon it and start using our perceptions and mindfulness towards its protection to build a
future of life in harmony with nature. One must understand our direct connection with the
ecosystems and how it can source the solution to all our holistic needs and problems.
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“International day for Biological Diversity” ‘Our Solutions are in nature
The system of nature, of which man is a part, is extraordinary of all cybernetic
systems due to its self-balancing, self -adjusting and self- cleansing capacity.
There is a deep interconnectedness of all life on earth. The world’s 7.6 billion
people represent just 0.01% of all living creatures but the patriarchal ego and
collective neurosis have disrupted the delicate balance of nature and created
phallic missiles of mass destruction resulting into the loss of 83% of all wild
mammals and half of plants. The uncontrolled action of man has challenged
nature’s self-balancing capacity and reached an alarming situation questioning
his own existence in future. On one hand where we were fighting hard to find a
piecemeal solution to combat the situation, sudden spread of pandemic made it
the most urgent. This pandemic is threatening the human life and posing grave
danger to its existence across the globe. If we focus on the other side nature has
utilized this time in healing, repairing and rejuvenating itself to fix the problems
that were questioning our future existence. Though the situation is critical for
the present generation but simultaneously nature has healed and rejuvenated all
the basic resources (ozone layer, clean air, water, natural resources) and has laid
a good foundation for the future generations. Through this episode of pandemic
nature has taught mankind that they are the part of natural system, hence, must
not try to interfere in its smooth running and should not try his cranial capacity
in running the most complex system. It is clearly demonstrated that nature has
all the solution to fix the problems arising in its inter-linked network. It is high
time for mankind to realise that nature can full fill our need not greed and we
should learn to live in co-existence with other species by respecting and
maintain the eternal balance in nature’s biodiversity
To halt the decline of an ecosystem, it is necessary to think like an ecosystem
(Douglas P. Wheeler)

